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B2 Business Vantage
A B2 Business Vantage certificate shows that you can: write short business messages and reports read articles from business publications listen to,
understand and give your opinions in meetings. Therefore, the business English certificate serves as a strong letter of excellence verifying the
capabilities of the candidate. CEFR is an international standard for describing language ability on a six-point scale, from A1 basic, for beginners up
to C2 advanced for those who have mastered the language. Tests your ability to communicate effectively in face-to-face situations. There are many
schools across Switzerland offering preparation courses for Cambridge English Exams. You should take this exam if you want to prove to
employers that your English is good enough for you to work in an English-speaking business environment. Search for free English activities. The
course is designed to take your English skills to the next level with high quality video lessons and more. The results of each module are marked
independently, then the scores are calculated to give a final result. It is the final exam in a series of three Cambridge English Qualifications. The
course is subdevided into seven modules. Listening sample test. Bringing learners up to date with the language they need for business today, this
book explains words and expressions and also provides practice of using the new language. Master-class "BEC Vantage - Business English
Certificate" This course was created for those who is preparing for a career in busines s, or seeking to advance their present business career.
Writing paper. Candidates also write two short pieces of writing related to internal communication memo, report and business communication
email, letter. Listen to identify topic, context, function, etc. We use cookies. Success Paperback Books. Succeed in business-related studies with
English language skills you can prove. Business Certificates. All the tasks are performed under the constant control of your personal tutor. Listening
answer key. Format of the course. Writing sample test. Your Certificate shows your name, your course, plus any professional Success with BEC
Vantage: The New Business English Certificates Course endorsing it, and the lead educator's signature. You can apply for a Business English
Certificate course by filling the form online given on our website. Download B2 Business Vantage speaking test worksheet. How will you be
assessed? As a result of the four-day testing, our second-year students obtained 76 Cambridge certificates at an upper-intermediate level B2 and
20 certificates at an advanced level C1. Success with BEC - vantage : the new business English certificate course. C1 Success with BEC Vantage:
The New Business English Certificates Course Higher By taking an internationally recognised business qualification like B2 Business Vantage BEC
V candidates can show that they have learned English to an appropriate standard and can use it in a professional context. View related sites. Find
your local centre to book your exam. Reading answer key. Related Posts. There are three parts to all Business English exams. Several
corporations take business English certificate as motivation for their in house training. Success with BEC provides complete preparation for the
BEC exams, but is also an ideal focus for in-company training courses and for business people and students wishing to improve their English and
job prospects. This set of tests provide s exam preparation, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content of the Cambridge English
Business Vantage exam and to practise exam techniques. Requires you to be able to produce two different pieces of writing, such as letters,
reports, proposals and emails. Exam day tips — paper-based exams. This exam certificate can help a student applying for a job or developing a
career in international companies. English Grammar in Use order here. If a candidate is graded "Pass with Merit" or "Pass", they will get a
certificate indicating they have successfully reached the level B1. The video that you can access here will give your students a good idea of what
they need to know in order to register correctly and will give them information on what a real exam day is like. This new practice book brings
learners up to date with the language they need for business today. Final BEC exam. BEC Preliminary is an exam aimed at candidates with an
intermediate level of English. Additionally you are presented extra materials to train your weak sides in reading, listening. By continuing to use this
website you are giving your consent for us to set cookies Dismiss. Includes various special sections or Success with BEC Vantage: The New
Business English Certificates Course annually: Harvesting issue usually no. There is no writing answer key but we have added sample answers and
examiner comments from the Business Handbook for teachers for Test 1. Moreover, a Business English certificate demonstrates the English usage
ability of candidates Success with BEC Vantage: The New Business English Certificates Course the workplace. There is no speaking answer key,
but we have included the assessment scales and please refer to the relevant section Success with BEC Vantage: The New Business English
Certificates Course the Business Handbook for teachers for more information on the speaking test. About this product Product Information BEC
is an internationally recognised business qualification that demonstrates an ability to use English in professional contexts. My interests have always
centred around needs-based learning: from task-based learning for general English students through business English teaching to specialised ESP
courses. You will need to use the Firefox browser to access these sample tests. KET is an international document: thousands of employers,
educational institutions and government bodies officially recognize KET as proof of a knowledge of English at an elementary level. This title
provides preparation for the BEC exams. To take the exam you should be able to: understand the meaning of business reports and letters express
your opinion or have a discussion about factual issues give a short prepared presentation, and write a brief proposal. Business Vocabulary Success



with BEC Vantage: The New Business English Certificates Course Use: Intermediate order here. In many countries it replaces qualification exams
required for enrollment in educational institutions or employment by a company requiring fluency in English. Enhance your employability and
acquire English skills required to get your dream job. You should take this exam if you want to develop professional English business skills.
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